In plant and animal breeding studies a distinction is made between the genetic value (additive + epistatic genetic effects) and the breeding value (additive genetic effects) of an individual since it is expected that some of the epistatic genetic effects will be lost due to recombination. In this paper, we argue that the breeder can take advantage of some of the epistatic marker effects in regions of low recombination. The models introduced here aim to estimate local epistatic line heritability by using the genetic map information and combine the local additive and epistatic effects. To this end, we have used semi-parametric mixed models with multiple local genomic relationship matrices with hierarchical designs and lasso post-processing for sparsity in the final model. Our models produce good predictive performance along with good explanatory information.
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Selection in animal or plant breeding is usually based on estimates of genetic breeding values (GEBV)
obtained with semi-parametric mixed models (SPMM). In these mixed models genetic information in the form of a pedigree or markers are used to construct an additive kernel matrix that describes the similarity of line specific additive genetic effects. These models have been successfully used for predicting the breeding values in plants and animals. The studies show that using similarities calculated from sufficient genome wide marker information almost always lead to better prediction models for the breeding values compared to the pedigree based models. In both simulation studies and in empirical studies of dairy cattle, mice and in bi-parental populations of maize, barley and Arabidopsis marker based SPMM GEBVs have been quite accurate.
A SPMM for the n × 1 response vector y is expressed as
where X is the n × p design matrix for the fixed effects, β is a p × 1 vector of fixed effects coefficients, Z is the n × q design matrix for the random effects; the random effects (g ′ , e ′ ) ′ are assumed to follow a multivariate normal distribution with mean 0 and covariance    σ 2 g K 0 0 σ 2 e I n    where K is a q × q kernel matrix.
The similarity of the kernel based SPMM's and reproducing kernel Hilbert spaces (RKHS) regression models has been stressed recently ( (5)). In fact, this connection was previously recognized by (10) , (8), (14) and (18) . RKHS regression models use an implicit or explicit mapping of the input data into a high dimensional feature space defined by a kernel function. This is often referred to as the "kernel trick" ((16)).
A kernel function, k(., .) maps a pair of input points x and x ′ into real numbers. It is by definition symmetric (k(x, x ′ ) = k(x ′ , x)) and non-negative. Given the inputs for the n individuals we can compute a kernel matrix K whose entries are K ij = k(x i , x j ). The linear kernel function is given by k(x; y) = x ′ y.
The polynomial kernel function is given by k(x; y) = (x ′ y + c) d for c and d ∈ R. Finally, the Gaussian kernel function is given by k(x; y) =
) where h > 0. Taylor expansions of these kernel functions reveal that each of these kernels correspond to a different feature map.
RKHS regression extends SPMM's by allowing a wide variety of kernel matrices, not necessarily additive in the input variables, calculated using a variety of kernel functions. The common choices for kernel functions are the linear , polynomial, Gaussian kernel functions, though many other options are available.
For the marker based SPMM's, a genetic kernel matrix calculated using a linear kernel matrix incorporates only additive effects of markers. A genetic kernel matrix based on the polynomial kernel of order k incorporates all of the one to k order monomials of markers in an additive fashion. The Gaussian kernel function allows us to implicitly incorporate the additive and complex epistatic effects of the markers.
Simulation studies and results from empirical experiments show that the prediction accuracies of models with Gaussian are usually higher than the models with linear kernel. However, it is not possible to know how much of the increase in accuracy can be transferred into subsequent generations because some of the predicted epistatic effects that will be lost by recombination. This issue touches the difference between the commercial value of a line which is defined as the overall genetic effect (additive+epistatic) and the breeding value which is the potential for being a good parent (additive) and it can be argued that linear kernel model estimates the breeding value whereas the Gaussian kernel estimates the genetic value.
In this article, we argue that the breeder can take advantage of some of the epistatic marker effects in regions of low recombination. We will refer to a set of markers in a linkage group as a locality and will form a prediction model that combines the genomewide additive marker and genomewide local epistatic genetic effects in an additive fashion. Since the epistatic effects that are incorporated in the model are local there is little chance that these effects will disappear with recombination.
The final models we propose in this paper can be viewed as SPMMs with semi-supervised kernel matrices that are obtained as weighted sum of functions of many local kernels. The major aim of this article is to measure and incorporate additive and local epistatic genetic contributions since we believe that the local epistatic effects are relevant to the breeder. The local heritability models in this article can be adjusted so that genetic contribution of the whole genome, the chromosomes, or local regions can be obtained.
In most genome wide association studies (GWAS) the focus is on estimating the effects of individual markers and lower level interactions. However, in the genomic era, the number of SNP markers can easily reach millions and the methods used in GWAS for large samples become computationally exhaustive. The local kernel approach developed in this article remedies this problem by reducing the number of hypothesis by focusing on regions and testing the nested hypothesis in an hierarchy.
Another argument for why we would like to focus on short segments of the genome as distinct structures comes from the "building blocks" hypothesis in the evolutionary theory. The schema theorem of Holland (9) predicts that a complex system which uses evolutionary mechanisms such as fitness, recombination and mutation tend to generate short and well fit and specialized structures, these basic structures serve as building blocks. For example, when the alleles associated to an important fitness trait are scattered all around the genome the favourable effects can easily be lost just by independent segregation, therefore inversions that clump these alleles together physically would be strongly selected for.
Finally, the sum of the "building blocks" approach we propose in this paper are parsimonious since only a few genomic regions are utilized in the final model and usually more accurate than their linear kernel model or Gaussian kernel model counterparts. In addition, importance scores for genomic regions are obtained as a by product.
The remaining of the paper is organized as follows: In the next section, after briefly reviewing some multiple kernel approaches from the statistics and machine learning literature, we introduce our model which is more suitable to use in the context of traditional SPMMs. We discuss the issues of model setup, parameter estimation, hypothesis testing here in. In Section 3, we will illustrate our model with four benchmark data sets. We finally conclude with our remarks.
MULTIPLE KERNEL MODELS WITH MAPPED MARKERS
Multiple kernel learning In recent years, several methods have been proposed to combine multiple kernel matrices instead of using a single one. These kernel matrices may correspond to using different notions of similarity or may be using information coming from multiple sources.
A good review and taxonomy of multiple kernel learning algorithms in the machine learning literature can be found in (6). Some related literature worth noting include (7) and more recent (1) and (17) .
Multiple kernel learning methods use multiple kernels by combining them into a single one via a combination function. The most commonly used combination function is linear. Given kernels
a linear kernel is of the form
The components of K are usually input variables from different sources or different kernels calculated from same input variables. The kernel K can also include interaction components like
For example, if K E is the environment kernel matrix and K G is the genetic kernel matrix, then a component K E ⊙ K G can be used to capture the gene by environment interaction effects.
The kernel weights η 1 , η 2 , . . . , η p are usually assumed to be positive and this corresponds to calculating a kernel in the combined feature spaces of the individual kernels. Therefore, once given the kernels, multiple kernel learning boils down to estimating the kernel weights.
A Locally Epistatic Genomic Model for Genomic Association, Prediction
Our model building approach has three stages:
1. Subsets of the genome: Divide the marker set into k subsets.
Local genetic values (GEBV's):
Use the training data to obtain a model to estimate the local genetic valuesĝ j (m) for each genome region j = 1, 2, . . . , k.
3. Post-processing: Combine the local GEBVs using an additive model fitted in the training data set.
In the remaining of this section we will describe each step in more detail.
Locally epistatic kernels from mapped marker data In order to obtain k kernels for a marker data, we will need k possibly nested or overlapping subsets of the marker set. As we will be noted in the conclusions section, these subsets can be obtained using any annotation of the markers. However since our aim is to capture the additive + locally epistatic genetic effects in a model, we will concentrate only on the possibly nested and overlapping regions of the genome. A genomic region is defined as set of markers in a linkage group.
Although it is possible to define genomic regions in an informed fashion, in our illustrations we will accomplish this task hierarchically as illustrated for an hypothetical organism with 3 chromosomes in Figure 1 . In this figure, at the root of the hierarchy we have the whole genome, second level of the hierarchy divides the genome into chromosomes, at the third level each chromosome is further divided into subregions, and so on.
[ Figure 1 about here.]
The hierarchical set up allows to define nested regions from coarse to fine, the regions are divided into subregions and this is repeated to a desired detail level. An advantage to using an hierachical set up is the availability of hierarchical testing procedures which have nice cost / power properties ((2)). Multiple testing procedures where coarse to fine hypotheses are tested sequentially have been proposed to control the family wise error rate or false discovery rate ( (13), (11)). These procedures can be used along the "keep rejecting until first acceptance" scheme to test hypotheses in an hierarchy.
It is also useful to know that the a partitioning of the markers can be described by a factor variable.
We will assume that the several partitionings of the markers which define k possibly nested or overlapping regions is given and this is denoted by P.
Multiple kernel SPMMs
Although some multiple kernel approaches use fixed weights for combining kernels, in most cases the weight parameters need to be learned from the training data. Some principled techniques used to estimate these parameters include likelihood based approaches in the mixed modeling framework like Fisher scoring algorithm or variance least squares approach though these approaches are more suitable to cases where only a few kernels are being used. (12) propose two simple heuristics to select kernel weights in regression problems where the weights of kernels are either proportional to the correlations between the estimates from single kernel models and the response or they are proportional to the alignments of the kernels with the outer product of the response variable.
The above methods fail to give satisfactory solutions in high dimensional settings, i.e, when the number of kernels is large or when the dimension of the kernels is large. This is mainly due to the difficulty in finding optimal parameter values. In the remaining of this section, we develop a model which is more suitable for use in high dimensional settings.
To obtain the local genetic values one possible approach is to use a SPMM with multiple kernels in the form of
where
Another model incorporates the marginal variance contribution for each kernel matrix. For this we use the following SPMM:
is the random effect corresponding to the input components other than the ones in group j and K −j stands for the kernel matrix obtained from markers not in group j. e j ∼ N n (0, σ 2 e j I) and g j , g −j , e j are mutually independent.
A simpler approach is to use a separate SPMM for each kernel. Letσ 2 g j andσ 2 e j be the estimated variance components from the SPMM model in (1) with kernel K = K j . The markers corresponding to the random effect g −j which mainly accounts for the sample structure can now be incorporated as a fixed effect via their principal components, say the matrix of first few principal components of the markers not in group j is denoted by the matrix P C −j . The model is written as
where τ −j is considered as a fixed effect, g j ∼ N q k (0, σ 2 g j K j ) for j = 1, 2, . . . , k, e j ∼ N n (0, σ 2 e j I) and g j , e j are independent. In the remaining of this paper we will combine the fixed effect terms in one as X * β * for notational ease.
The estimates of parameters for models in (1), (2) and (3) can be by maximizing the likelihood or the restricted (or residual, or reduced) maximum likelihood (REML). There are very efficient algorithms devised for estimating the parameters of the single kernel model in (4) and therefore this model will be our preferred model for the remaing of this paper. Estimating the parameters of Model (2) gets very difficult with large number of kernels and with large sample sizes, the single kernel or the marginal kernel models are more suitable in such cases.
In ( (3)), an approximate test is developed for testing the significance of an individual random effect g j for model 4. To deal with the inflation of the error probabilities due to testing k hypothesis in the hierarchical set up, we will use Meinshausen's hierarchical testing procedure ( (11)) that controls the family wise error by adjusting the significance levels of single tests in the hierarchy. The procedure starts testing the root node H 0 at level α. When a parent hypothesis is rejected one continues with testing all the child nodes of that parent. The significance level to be used at each node H is adjusted by a factor proportional to the number of variables in that node:
where |.| denotes the cardinality of a set. This means that larger penalty is incurred at finer levels.
Once the fixed effects and the variance parameters of the model 4 are estimated for the jth region, the expected value of the genetic effects (EBLUP) specific to region j can be estimated bŷ
Post-processing Let x be the p vector of fixed effects and m be the vector of markers partitioned into k regions. Also, letĝ j (m) denote the standardized EBLUPs of random effect components that correspond to the k local kernels for regions j = 1, 2, . . . , k and individual with markers m. Consider a final prediction model in the following form:
Estimate the model coefficients using the following loss function
λ > 0 is the shrinkage operator, larger values of λ decreases the number of models included in the final prediction model.
When k is large compared to the sample size N, we should use the following loss function with the elastic-net penalty
to allow for more than N non zero coefficients in the final estimation model. λ 1 , λ 2 > 0 are the shrinkage operators.
In Some standard ways of performing hyper-parameter optimization include grid search or random search, these methods need to be guided by some performance metric, typically measured by cross-validation on the training set or evaluation on a held-out validation set. In this paper we did not explore in detail how the model hyper-parameters should be chosen. Instead, we have used predetermined values throughout our illustrations and reported their results. It is possible that the accuracies of the models can be improved by setting the hyperparameters in a more data dependent and informed approach.
In our opinion, the hyperparameter choice for the multiple kernel model should reflect the available resources and the aims of the researcher. For instance, the number of regions that we can define depends on the number of markers, and a more detailed analysis might only be suitable when the number of markers and the number of examples in the training dataset are large. The hyperparameters of the shrinage estimators in the postprocessing step allows us to control the sparcity of the model. These parameters can be optimized for generalization performance but their value can also be influenced by the amount of sparcity desired in the model. The multiple kernel models provide the user with the flexibility of models of various detail and sparcity.
ILLUSTRATIONS
In this section, for four datasets which represent a variety of situations, we will compare the locally epistatic model with its counterpoints linear and Gaussian kernel SPMMs. In particular, we report the correlation between the phenotypic values in the test data and the corresponding estimated genotypic values from our models. The lasso importance scores obtained for the genome regions are also provided. [ Figure 6 about here.] [ Figure 7 Figure 18 .
[ Figure 8 about here.] [ Figure 9 about here.]
CONCLUSIONS
The multiple kernel models proposed in this paper have good accuracy and explanatory value. Although it seems to depend on complexity of the trait / population structure, similar or better accuracies were obtained for a number of populations compared to single kernel models. The multiple kernel models have the additional advantage that only a small fraction of genomic regions are utilized in the final model and the importance scores for these regions are readily available as an output to the model. is SPMM parameter estimation involves matrices of order n. Therefore, the multiple kernel approach overcomes the memory problems that we might incur when the number of markers is very large by loading only subsets of markers in the memory at a time.
The local kernels use information collected over a region in the genome and, because of linkage, will not be effected by a few missing or erroneous data points, so this approach is also robust to missing data and outliers.
As mentioned earlier, we can obtain local kernel matrices by defining regions in the genome and calculating a separate kernel matrix for each group and region. 
